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Digital Oilfield Operations Maturity
Any change starts with assessment of where you are and envisioning where you want to
be - whether it's a personal change or a change in your business operations. If you have
been asking "how can we optimize our operations utilizing the latest technology," "what's
the most cost-effective approach", "how do I go about doing it," - then we invite you to
have a read of the recently published "6 Levels of Digital Oilfield Operations Maturity"
where you will find a few ideas and can start actively planning the change.
As one of our clients noted after having implemented riger® - "the sooner you start doing it,
the sooner you will be able to see the benefits of the system - from organized approach to
price management to real-time insights about the asset utilization, job profit, and other
KPIs which will enhance your ability to plan and adjust in real time, not at the end of the
month or a quarter."
Go ahead, take advantage of the affordable Cloud-to-Mobile technology and plan your
path to achieve your business goals with riger® - we are here to help.

Read the Article

Product News
https://preview.hs-sites.com/_hcms/preview/content/30094800740?portalId=6889518&_preview=true&cacheBust=0&preview_key=UIPiqVkP&from_bu…
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Learn More

Feature of the month - Invoicing
Generate oilfield invoices fast and error-free - from simple service invoices to complex
batch drilling and multi-well billing. Integrated with accounting (QB, Sage, etc) and eBilling (OpenInoice, Cortex) systems.

In Case You Missed It
We hosted 4 webinars last month. If you were not able to attend, you can always watch
them on demand.

Watch Webinar

From 0 to 5 | Levels of Digital Oilfield Maturity
In today’s market, energy service companies are quickly learning that the greater
competitive advantage comes through improving operational efficiency.Lear about all
levels of digital oilfield maturity of a company.

Keep Internal Operations Under Control
See how to track and analyze your internal interactions and transactions to ensure timely
response to requests from clients, internal team members and vendors.
https://preview.hs-sites.com/_hcms/preview/content/30094800740?portalId=6889518&_preview=true&cacheBust=0&preview_key=UIPiqVkP&from_bu…
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Watch Webinar

Watch Webinar

Oilfield Job Costing
Learn how to analyze Operational Job Profitability by period, by client and more. Collect
all Job direct expenses and control Job profit.

What Our Customers Say ...
“Our experience with riger® has been great. After getting past the initial learning curve, it
has been an invaluable tool for us by providing access to real-time data across our rental
operations and ensuring our workflow processes are adhered to.”
MANAGING PARTNER, DOWNHOLE TOOLS RENTAL COMPANY

BOOK MY DEMO

riger® / BelcaSoft, 12111 40 Street Southeast, Suite #129, Calgary, AB T2Z 4E6, Canada,
tel:1.888.865.8903
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